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Abstract
One of the most active fields of research in contemporary chemical graph theory
is the study of topological indices(graph topological invariants), that can be used for
describing and predicting physicochemical and pharmacologic properties of organic
compounds. In the theoretical chemistry it also be called the theory of the quanti-
tative structure-property relations (QSPR) and the quantitative structure-activity
relations (QSAR).
In 1998, Estrada et al. proposed the atom-bond connectivity (ABC) index
of graph G, which is abbreviated as ABC(G). ABC(G) is defined as the sum of
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The ABC index keep the spirit of the Randić index, and it has proven to be a
valuable predictive index in the study of the heat of formation in alkanes. Also, the
ABC index has been applied up to now to study the stability of alkanes and the
strain energy of cycloalkanes.
In this thesis, we mainly consider the ABC index of the bipartite graphs, the
graphs with connectivity k, the graphs with matching number β, the catacondensed
hexagonal systems, the catacondensed polyomino graphs, the unicyclic graphs and
the bicyclic graphs.
We firstly investigate the ABC index of any simple graph, and prove that the
ABC index of a graph decreases when any edge is deleted. The Randić index and
some other common indices don’t possess this property. And it is also proved that
the ABC index of a subgraph is smaller than its supergraph and that the graph on
n vertices with maximum ABC index is the complete graph Kn. Then using this
property, we proved that the graph K⌊n/2⌋,n−⌊n/2⌋ has the maximum ABC index in
the bipartite graphs. And we give a sharp upper bound for ABC index of the graphs





has the maximum value of the ABC index in this class of graphs. For the class of
















Kn−β has the maximum ABC index in this class of graphs. Let H be a
non-trivial connected graph, and v ∈ V (H). Suppose that two paths Pk, Pl of k,
l(k ≥ l ≥ 1) vertices are attached to H by their end vertices at v, respectively, to
form Gk,l. We discuss the relationship of the ABC index of the graphs Gk,l and
Gk+1,l−1.
Secondly, we study the ABC index of catacondensed hexagonal systems and
catacondensed polyomino systems. We characterize the extreme of ABC index
of catacondensed hexagonal systems, and give a recursion formula to calculate
them. Using the recursion formula, we prove that the linear hexagonal chain with h
hexagons Lh has the maximum ABC index in the catacondensed hexagonal systems
with h hexagons; and the catacondensed hexagonal system with h hexagons, for
which the dualist graph has at most one vertex of degree 2 and the vertex of degree
2 corresponds to a kink, has the minimum ABC index in this class of catacondensed
hexagonal systems with h hexagons. Especially, the zigzag hexagonal chain Zh has
the minimal ABC index in the class of hexagonal chains with h hexagons. We also
consider the ABC index of catacondensed polyomino graphs, and prove that the
zigzag chain of polyomino graph PZh has the maximum ABC index in the set of
catacondensed polyomino graphs with h (h ≥ 3) squares.
Thirdly, we consider the ABC index of unicyclic graphs. We give an upper
bound for the ABC index of unicyclic graphs. Also, we prove that S+n has the
maximum ABC index in unicyclic graphs with n vertices. We give the sharp lower
and upper bounds on ABC index of chemical unicyclic graphs with n vertices and
the corresponding extreme graphs.
Finally, for the ABC index of bicyclic graphs, we give a sharp upper bound
and the corresponding extreme graph. We also present the lower and upper bounds
on ABC index of chemical bicyclic graphs with n vertices, and construct an infinite
sequence of graphs for which the lower and upper bounds are all sharp.
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